This paper presents a micro XY stage that employs electrostatic comb-drive actuators and achieves a bi-directional displacement range greater than 225 μm per motion axis. The proposed XY stage design comprises four rigid stages (ground, motion stage, and two intermediate stages) interconnected via flexure modules. The motion stage, which has two translational degrees of freedom, is connected to two independent single degree of freedom intermediate stages via respective parallelogram (P) transmission flexures. The intermediate stages are connected to the ground via respective clamped paired double parallelogram (C-DP-DP) guidance flexures. The C-DP-DP flexure, unlike conventional flexures such as the paired double parallelogram flexure (DP-DP), provides high bearing direction stiffness (K b ) while maintaining low motion direction stiffness (K m ) over a large range of motion direction displacement. This helps delay the onset of sideways instability in the comb-drive actuators that are integrated with the intermediate stages, thereby offering a significantly greater actuation stroke compared to existing designs. The presented work includes closed-form stiffness analysis of the proposed micro-stage, finite elements simulation, and experimental measurements of its static and dynamic behavior.
Introduction and background
Micro XY motion stages that allow large ranges of motion ( 100 μm) are desirable in several applications such as probebased data-storage systems [1] [2] [3] , scanning probe microscopy [4] , and optical sensing and communication systems [5] . One limitation of the existing micro XY stages is their relatively small range of motion. Although large range single-axis flexure stages have been reported [6] [7] [8] , a similar range has not been seen in micro XY stages so far.
Various actuation schemes such as piezoelectric, electromagnetic, electrothermal and electrostatic [9] , have been implemented in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)/micro-stages. Table 1 compares the stroke, footprint, resonant frequency and amplification ratio for some representative micro-actuators reported in the literature. Electromagnetic actuation is common because of its linear electrical input versus displacement output curve and its relatively low actuation voltage. However, design and fabrication of a MEMS electromagnetic actuator with sufficient magnetic material mass and coil turns that are capable of generating desired force and displacement is difficult. Hybrid integration, i.e. assembling conventional electromagnetic actuators with a micro-fabricated MEMS device, has been generally used to overcome this problem; for instance, see the IBM millipede data-storage system with a stroke of 120 μm [1] .
Electrothermal actuators are easily fabricated from a single material, and generally employ either two connected arms with different cross sections (cold-hot arm thermal actuator [10] ) to obtain differential thermal expansion or a stack of expansion arms placed symmetrically on either side of a movable central shuttle (v-shaped chevron thermal actuator [11] ). The thermal expansion in these actuators provides a strong actuation force but a small deflection of the order of a few micrometers, for instance 5 μm in [11] . One may achieve large displacement in thermal actuators by employing large beam lengths. For instance, Syms [12] reported a displacement of 500 μm at the resonant condition using an electrothermal actuator with a suspended beam length of 15 mm. This large footprint, along with its large thermal time constant, degrades the dynamic performance of these actuators; for instance, resonant frequency of the Syms actuator was around 100 Hz. Moreover, the power dissipation and high working temperature (200 • -600
• C) are other two undesirable properties of thermal actuators [13] .
Piezoelectric actuators consume considerably less power and provide large mechanical forces and high resonant frequencies in a compact design; however, the primary limitation of these actuators is their inherently small stroke, typically of the order of a few micrometers [14] . A relative expansion (or strain) of up to 0.2% is achievable with piezo stack actuators [15] . In an attempt to overcome the limited motion range in the above-mentioned actuation schemes, actuators may be integrated with displacement amplifier mechanisms [16] . However, amplifying the motion range reduces the output force and bandwidth of the system. Moreover, the use of amplification mechanisms often leads to large device foot-prints [14] .
Electrostatic comb-drive microactuators are well established in the MEMS field because of their ease of fabrication. Comb-drive actuators provide high bandwidth and are operated using relatively high voltages [6] . The stroke of these actuators is generally limited by the sideways snap-in of the moving comb at relatively small displacements. We have recently shown that this snap-in phenomenon can be mitigated and delayed by carefully designing the guidance flexure of the comb-drive actuator. Consequently, strokes as high as 245 μm per direction were achieved with 1 mm flexure beam length and 6 μm comb gap in a single direction at approximately 120 V [7] . This high stroke enables combdrive actuators to be implemented in applications that require large displacement. In this paper, we extend this single-axis electrostatic actuator concept to a large range electrostatic XY micro-stage. Sections 2 and 3 present the design and analysis of the proposed XY stage. Finite element analysis results are presented in section 4 to simulate the vibration mode shapes of the device. Section 5 summarizes the fabrication process and the experimental results demonstrating bi-directional displacement of 225 μm per axis in the XY stage.
XY stage design

Electrostatic comb-drive actuators background
Theoretical analysis of electrostatic comb-drive actuators has been extensively discussed in earlier literatures [6, 7, 21] . Here a summary of comb-drive snap-in is presented since it provides the foundation for subsequent sections. A linear in-plane electrostatic comb-drive actuator comprises two electrically isolated conductive combs (fixed and moving) with N fingers each, schematically shown in figure 1. The moving comb is guided via a flexure mechanism with relatively low stiffness (K m ) in the motion direction, and relatively high stiffness (K b ) in the bearing direction. When a voltage difference (V) is applied between the two combs, they experience an electrostatic attractive force, which displaces the moving comb by Y along the motion direction:
Here, ε 0 is the dielectric constant of air, G is the comb gap, and H is the out-of-plane thickness. The maximum displacement (stroke) is limited by the snap-in phenomenon, which corresponds to sideways instability of the moving comb [21] . For any Y displacement, the electrostatic force due to the actuation voltage V produces a destabilizing or negative spring effect and the flexure mechanism offers a stabilizing or positive spring effect in the X direction. The former increases while the latter generally decreases with increasing Y displacement. At the Y displacement at which the former stiffness exceeds the latter, the moving comb snaps sideways into the static comb. This condition determines the maximum actuation stroke of the actuator and is mathematically expressed as [22] : [34] ±10 ( The right-hand side represents a 'critical K b /K m stiffness ratio' needed to avoid snap-in, and clearly has to be large if a large actuation stroke is desired. Here, S is a positive margin of stability to account for the increase in the required K b /K m stiffness ratio when an error motion (E x ) is present. E x includes any motion or misalignment of the moving comb in the X direction with respect to its nominal zero position due to flexure mechanics or fabrication imperfections, in the absence of electrostatic force. Clearly, to delay snap-in and maximize the actuator stroke, the flexure mechanism should provide a high (K b /K m ) ratio over a large Y displacement range.
Serial versus parallel kinematics
XY stages can be designed in serial-kinematic or parallelkinematic configurations [4, 23, 24] . Both these configurations present unique challenges in meeting the large range motion objective. A serial kinematic XY stage is simply constructed by serially stacking one single-axis stage on the other. In fact, most macro-scale machines and metrology tools and many micro XY stages [25, 26] are built this way. This configuration leads to the actuator of the second axis being mounted on the motion stage of the first axis. This moving actuator and associated moving electrical connection present a challenge in MEMS fabrication and operation. Furthermore, this arrangement can cause the moving inertia load associated with the two axes and corresponding resonant frequencies of the axes to be different [27] . Except for applications that need a fast and slow axis such as scanning probe microscopy [28] , such an attribute may not be desirable, in general. A parallel kinematic configuration, on the other hand, does not suffer from these drawbacks because of ground-mounted actuators. One of the most commonly implemented configurations for a comb-drive based micro XY stage employs a moving stage connected to the four surrounding identical comb drives via four sets of slender flexure beams [29, 30] . However, parallel-kinematic designs often suffer from cross-axis coupling errors as well as kinematic over-constraint, both of which lead to a restricted motion range. A summary of existing micro XY stages actuated by electrostatic comb drives and their respective stroke are presented in table 2. Our proposed design is explained in the next section.
Proposed design principle for XY micro-stage
The configuration of the proposed XY micro-stage is shown in figure constrain rotation, the rotation of the motion stage is also constrained with respect to ground. This is an idealized scenario, where all guidance and transmission flexures are perfect single degree of freedom constraints. In reality, any flexure module will have finite compliance and range of motion along its degrees of freedom, and finite stiffness along its bearing or constraint directions. As a result, there will be finite error motions in the overall XY stage, the extent of which depends on the flexure modules that are chosen.
In the proposed XY micro-stage layout, the electrostatic comb-drive actuator for each axis is placed between ground and the respective intermediate stage for that axis and the respective guidance flexure provides guidance between the fixed and moving combs of the actuator. The guidance flexures should offer high bearing direction stiffness (K b ) while maintaining low motion direction stiffness (K m ) over a large range of motion direction displacement, in order to mitigate the onset of sideways snap-in instability induced by the electrostatic actuation forces. These stiffness attributes in the guidance flexure help increase the actuation stroke along each axis in the proposed micro XY stage. A flexure module that is suitable for guidance of the intermediate stages is the clamped paired double parallelogram (C-DP-DP) flexure as shown in figures 2 and 3, and introduced in our previous paper [7] . The main function of the transmissions flexures is to transmit the motion from the intermediate stage to the motion stage with minimal motion loss and with the smallest possible mass and footprint. Moreover, the transmission flexure module in the X direction should provide minimal stiffness, i.e. resistance to motion, in the Y direction, and vice versa. The parallelogram (P) flexure satisfies these needs effectively with a small footprint. To get the best motion performance at the motion stage, one needs to optimize the dimensions of C-DP-DP and P flexures along with the comb-drive actuators. In the next section, these dimensions are chosen based on a closed form analysis [7, 35] .
Analysis
This section presents a closed form analysis of the key performance characteristics of the proposed XY micro-stage, including stroke (Y max ), actuation effort (NV 2 ), first resonant frequency, and actuator error motion (δ). We define the latter as the undesired motion along bearing direction of one actuator due to the motion direction displacement of the other actuator. Note that there are two comb-sets per actuation axis to provide bi-directional actuation capability along each axis. The first comb-set in figure 3 provides actuation along the negative X axis, while the second comb-set provides actuation along the positive X axis.
Actuation stroke and effort
The analytical relations for the motion and bearing stiffness of the C-DP-DP and P flexures have been separately derived [36] . For the case of optimal clamp dimensions W 
Here, E is the Young's modulus of the material and I is the second moment of area ( = HT 3 1 /12). All the dimensions that appear in these formulae are defined in figure 3 . The nondimensional terms k
11 ,g (1) 11 , and k 33 are all functions of the beam shape (a o and T 1 , shown in figure 3 ) and are referred to as beam characteristic coefficients [37] . These terms are mathematically expressed as follows:
Considering the equivalent mass-spring system of the proposed XY stage in any one direction, the motion direction stiffness is calculated as:
This equation is derived for a general case, where the beam length and thickness of the P flexure are different from C-DP-DP flexure and are L s , and T s , respectively. As mathematically expressed in equations (1) and (2), K m should be minimized in order to achieve large stroke Y max , and small actuation effort, NV 2 . This, in turn, implies that T 1 should be minimized. In fact, the smallest value of T 1 is usually dictated by the practical limits of the micro-fabrication process. Furthermore, it can also be shown that in order to minimize K m , T s should be equal to T 1 . Next, the effective bearing direction stiffness at each actuator comb-drive location (K bnet ) is given by:
where L 4 is the distance from center of stiffness (CoS) of the C-DP-DP flexure to the tips of the stationary comb fingers, for any given axis, as shown in figure 3 . CoS is the particular location in the C-DP-DP mechanism, where an applied bearing direction force results in zero rotation of the intermediate stage.
The maximum stroke (Y max ) of the micro XY stage is calculated by substituting K bnet and K m in equation (2): Figure 4 . Displacement (δ = δ xy + δ xyθ ) of the comb fingers due to Y max at the motion stage. δ xy is the displacement due to force F max , and δ xyθ is the displacement due to moment M max = F max L 5 . Table 3 . Dimensions of the XY stages. All the dimensions are in micrometers (μm). 
In the above Y max relation, the second term in the second square root is typically two orders of magnitude larger than one. For instance, this value is 147 with the dimensions listed in table 3. Therefore, the Y max relation can be further simplified as follows by assuming L 1 = L s :
The actuation effort (NV 2 ) needed to achieve this stroke is found by substituting this displacement value in equation (10): We refer to this undesired motion as the actuator error motion, which reflects a lack of perfect actuator isolation [23, 38] . This error motion in the comb-drive sets introduces a destabilizing force, thus increasing the critical stiffness ratio in equation (2), and consequently reducing the Y max . In this section, a formulation for calculating this error motion at the comb-derive sets, and its influence on the early snap-in of the comb sets is presented. Any Y displacement of the motion stage exerts a force at the first intermediate stage at the distance of L 5 from the CoS of the X direction C-DP-DP flexure, shown in figure 4 . The maximum value of this force (F max ), which occurs when Y = Y max , is:
Actuator error motion in comb-drive sets due to the cross-axis displacement of the motion stage
This force and the resultant moment around the CoS tend to displace the comb fingers in the bearing direction from their nominal centered position. This displacement, which is greater for the second comb-set because of its geometric location, is given by:
This displacement appears as error motion (E x = δ) in equation (2), and therefore reduces the Y max . This implies that, to accommodate this error motion, one has to employ a finite stability margin (S), which is mathematically captured previously [7, 22] . For instance, with the current dimensions of the XY stage listed in table 3, the following values are obtained. Assuming δ = 0 and therefore S = 0, one can show that Y max = 138 μm. However, for these actual XY dimensions, one can calculate δ = 0.18 μm, which corresponds to S = 0.22. With this new value of required stability margin, the actuation stroke reduces to Y max = 130 μm:
Resonant frequency
The resonant frequency of the stage is calculated by equation (14) . This equation is derived using the Rayleigh's energy method, i.e. by equating the total maximum kinetic energy during the vibration cycle to the maximum potential energy [39] :
In this equation A p and A s represent the area of parts moving at the velocity of the motion stage and half that velocity, respectively.
Design summary
This section summarizes a step-by-step procedure to determine the various dimensions of the
, and G. The goal here is to maximize the actuation stroke while minimizing the device footprint and actuation voltage. A similar procedure to design large-stroke single-axis comb-drive actuators and associated guidance flexures was presented in detail in [7] ; here, we extend that procedure to the proposed XY microstage. The guidance and transmission flexures should offer high bearing direction stiffness (K b ) while maintaining low motion direction stiffness (K m ), over a large range of motion direction displacement. We start the design process with an assumed nominal value of L 1 = L s = 1 mm for the length of flexure beams. The flexure beam thickness (T 1 ) is chosen to be a small value to lower the actuation effort and reduce the bending stress in the flexure beams. This value is dictated by the practical limits of the micro-fabrication process, are adequately high to not degrade the desired designed stroke [7] . All the dimensions of the stage are listed in table 3.
Mode shape analysis
In order to validate the theoretical analysis results of the previous sections and further evaluate the dynamic performance of the system under consideration, finite elements analysis (FEA) was conducted using the commercial software (COMSOL). Here, we specifically present the outcome of the modal analysis that was performed. The following material properties were used: density ρ = 2330 kg m −3 , Young's modulus E = 164 GPa, and Poisson's ratio υ = 0.28. The first six mode shapes and their corresponding natural frequencies are shown in figure 5 .
The first and second mode shapes correspond to the translational vibration of the first intermediate stage, the second intermediate stage, and the motion stage, and appear at around 418 Hz. The deformations of C-DP-DP and P flexures seen here validate the conditions used in estimating the first resonant frequency in equation (14) . Compared to the analytical result obtained in the previous section (414 Hz), the FEA result is approximately 1% lower.
Due to the symmetry along the diagonal direction of the motion stage, the first and second modes, the third and fourth modes, the sixth and seventh modes (latter not shown), etc, appear as pairs with their natural frequencies close to each other. The third and fourth modes primarily involve the vibration of the secondary stages and the external clamp in both the C-DP-DP guidance flexures, while the two intermediate stages and the motion stage experience relatively little displacement. The fifth mode is an out-of-plane mode shape that captures the vertical vibration of the intermediate stages and motion stage. This out-of-plane mode appears before many in-plane modes, due to the relatively smaller outof-plane stiffness of the flexure modules compared to their in-plane stiffness. Finally, the sixth and seventh modes, which are not shown, capture the in-plane vibration of the external clamp by itself within the C-DP-DP flexure modules.
Experimental results and discussion
Fabrication
The XY micro-stages were fabricated using silicon on insulator (SOI) wafers with a device layer of 50 μm, a buried oxide layer of 2 μm, and a silicon handle layer of 350 μm. The device layer of the SOI wafers is heavily boron doped (P type) with resistivity less than 0.01 .cm. The silicon device layer was first patterned and etched by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), and then the silicon handle layer was patterned and etched by DRIE. Finally, buried oxide was removed by hydrofluoric (HF-49%) acid. After the last etching process, a critical point dryer was used to dry the samples to avoid stiction [40] . In this drying method, liquid CO 2 is transferred to vapor via the supercritical phase (@ T c = 38
• , P c = 80 atm) to avoid capillary forces that arise from the surface tension at the liquid-vapor interface. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a representative fabricated device is shown in figure 6.
Voltage-stroke curves
The fabricated comb-drive actuators were excited by applying dc voltages (Keithley 4200SCS) via connecting wires (Alessi probe station) to the fixed and moving combs. The voltage was swept in a ramp profile with 1 V increments from zero to a maximum of the actuator snap-in voltage. The displacement response of the actuators was observed with a microscope and captured by a CCD camera. Subsequently, the displacement of the actuators was quantitatively measured using image processing software. The motion direction displacement measurements were repeatable within 1 μm. Figure 7 demonstrates the displacement versus voltage curves for the first and second comb sets of the X axis actuator in the XY micro-stage. The measured stroke for the first and second comb set is 124 μm and 104 μm, respectively (table 4). The measured strokes of the comb sets are different because the values of L 4 for the two comb sets are different. L 4 is the distance from the tip of comb finger to the CoS of the guidance flexure, as shown in figure 4 , and is 1385 μm and 1550 μm for the first and second comb sets, respectively. A larger L 4 will reduce the effective bearing direction stiffness, as seen in equation (7), and consequently results in a smaller stroke. With a stability margin of S = 1, the theoretical stroke calculated from equation (8) for these two comb sets is 115 μm and 99 μm, respectively. The difference between the experimentally measured stroke and the theoretically calculated stroke corresponds to errors of 7% and 4%, indicating that S = 1 is a reasonable stability margin to be implemented in the theoretical prediction of actuation stroke. Figure 7 presents a plot of the theoretical Y displacement versus actuation voltage. The theoretically (equation (10)) predicted and experimental results for these two cases agree within 22% and 17%, in the order that they are presented above. These discrepancies are within the expected range of deviation given the multiple sources of variability and uncertainty in dimensions and material properties in micro-fabricated devices.
To demonstrate that the fabricated XY micro-stage is capable of simultaneous X and Y motion, a 180 μm by 180 μm square, is scanned using the fabricated device. The cross-talk error of the motion stage (undesired displacement along one axis of motion stage generated by the actuation of the other axis) is measured and compared with FEA simulation results as demonstrated in figure 8 . For this experiment, the X actuator was excited by dc voltage in a ramp profile from 0 to 80 V, and the displacement of motion stage in the Y direction was observed through the microscope. Cross-talk error of motion stage in the Y direction was 3.6 μm at 80 V. At 80 V the displacement of the motion stage at the X direction is around 90 μm. FEA predicts cross-talk error of 2 μm in the Y direction for 90 μm displacement in the X direction. The motion range of the current device is compared to that of previously reported devices in the literature in figure 9 . It has been previously shown that the maximum actuation stroke of single-axis comb-drive actuators based on flexure mechanisms that employ parallel beams (e.g. P, DP, DP-DP, C-DP-DP, etc) can be expressed as follows [7] :
The first term on the right-hand side of this equation (λ) depends on the stiffness and error motion characteristics of the flexure mechanism used and incorporates the various flexure mechanism dimensions. The second term represents actuation effort and device footprint (due to N), and should therefore be minimized. The third term, although not the actual device footprint, is representative of the device footprint and therefore should also be minimized. Although the above expression is derived for single-axis electrostatic comb-drive actuators, we use it to compare XY electrostatic comb-drive actuators as well because the underlying physical relations remain the same. The horizontal axis in figure 9 is a representation of the actuation effort and the device footprint. The value of N is not included in this figure since it was not reported in many of the previously published papers. This figure shows the large motion range capability of the proposed XY micro-stage design.
Resonant frequency
The dynamic behavior (resonant frequency) of the stage is tested experimentally by implementing the 'blur envelope' technique [39] . In this technique, the resonant frequencies are determined by changing the frequency of an input drive signal of the form of (V in = V p + V d Sin(ωt)) until a blur envelope of the vibrating structure is observed. Since the excitation force depends on (V in ) 2 , the terms V p V d Sin(ωt) and (V d ) 2 Cos(2ωt) appear in the steady state response. To avoid the appearance of these two terms in the steady state response one can choose V p V d or V p V d based on the experimental conditions. It is worth mentioning that in the case of V p V d , the frequency of the drive signal must be set to half that of the resonant frequency of the structure.
In our experiments, a sinusoidal drive signal in the form of (V = 3 + 50Sin(ωt)) was generated by a signal generator (HP/Agilent 33220A) and amplified by a voltage amplifier (Avtek-110B). First, a frequency sweep was conducted to locate the device's resonant frequency. Then, careful measurements were taken around that frequency to locate the exact value of the device's resonant frequency. The measured resonant frequency was 400 Hz, which is approximately 4% smaller than the theoretically and FEA predicted values, as shown in table 4. The source of this discrepancy is most likely the dimensional variations in the micro-fabricated device.
Conclusion
XY micro-stages with a bi-directional displacement range greater than 225 μm per axis and a bandwidth of 400 Hz are reported in this paper. Possible applications include probebased data-storage systems, scanning probe microscopy, and optical sensing and communication systems. The large range reported in this paper has been achieved by implementing the C-DP-DP flexure as the guidance flexure and the P flexure as the transmission flexure in the X and Y directions. The fabricated micro-stage is capable of simultaneous X and Y motion, a 180 μm by 180 μm square, is scanned using the fabricated device. The cross-talk error of the motion stage is measured and it is around 3% of the motion displacement at the highest level. The cross-talk error at 90 μm displacement (@80 V) of the motion stage is around 3 μm.
